G4S is here to
support you.
There are many variables to consider when thinking about securing your business.
Mobilizing security personnel quickly
Unforeseen circumstances can put considerable strain on resources for a number of industries. Our
highly-trained security personnel can provide extra security to help mitigate difficult situations. G4S
is extending its disaster services program to customers who are experiencing shortages due to staff
illnesses or law enforcement officers being called to other duties. G4S can help whether you have
an in-house security program or are utilizing another contract.
Using technology to support social distancing
As state and local governments are mandating social distancing as a new norm, G4S can help
identify and install technology solutions that enable you to continue securing your people and assets,
while adopting a new way of doing business. Technology solutions can offset staffing shortages.
Technology solutions such as remote video monitoring, touchless exits, access control systems,
and identity solutions accessible from home, are just a few ideas that G4S can provide quickly and
efficiently, with little disruption to your business.
Keeping your vacant property secure
If you need to secure an empty building, facility or area, consider a technology solution that
includes remote video monitoring. G4S can permanently or temporarily install security systems
that are monitored through our centers by trained operators in real-time. Personnel in the G4S
Risk Operations Center can remotely respond in real-time to alerts and alarms that are received
through video, access control or other networked security systems turning your video management
system from a reactive to a proactive security measure.
Protecting your assets during times of uncertainty
Sites on remote locations could be a target if civil unrest occurs. G4S can help with daily situational
awareness reporting, leveraging social media analysis and intelligence monitoring. G4S will deliver
immediate assistance from across the globe. Risk Operations Center operators work 24/7 on
requests to deploy G4S assets can provide immediate access to critical information to ensure
business continuity.
Regardless of the challenges, G4S is committed to working closely with you to identify the risks you
face and to help you build a plan to mitigate them.
Get in touch with us today.
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